Summary: The association of genomic alterations to outcomes in cancer is affected by a problem of unbalanced groups generated by the low frequency of alterations. For this, an R package (VALORATE) that estimates the null distribution and the P-value of the log-rank based on a recent reformulation is presented. For a given number of alterations that define the size of survival groups, the log-rank density is estimated by a weighted sum of conditional distributions depending on a co-occurrence term of mutations and events. The estimations are accurately accelerated by sampling across co-occurrences allowing the analysis of large genomic datasets in few minutes. In conclusion, the proposed VALORATE R package is a valuable tool for survival analysis. Availability and Implementation: The R package is available in CRAN at https://cran.r-project.org and in
Introduction
The identification of functionally important genetic alterations in cancer genomics is critical for precision medicine. One of the methods to identify these alterations is the association to outcome such as time to death, recurrence, or metastasis. For this, a log-rank (LR) is employed comparing the altered group versus the non-altered group by the sum of observed minus expected events along time. Commonly, the P-value is approximated by a N or v 2 distribution (Collett, 2003) . However, most of the mutations and copy number alterations are present in a relatively low number of patients (Lawrence et al., 2014) . This is known as a problem of unbalanced populations and violates assumptions made for the v 2 test, which generates inaccuracies in the P-value estimations (Kellerer and Chmelevsky, 1983) . Some approaches have been proposed to estimate the LR distribution but the run time is slow for practical uses (Vandin et al., 2015) . We have proposed VALORATE, an alternative algorithm to estimate the empirical LR distribution and the corresponding P-value (Trevino et al., 2016 (Trevino et al., , http:// dx.doi.org/10.1101 . In this work, we provide details of the set of tools implemented as an R package, description of parameters, analysis pipeline and the diagnostics figures and statistics that may assist the broad application of VALORATE.
Package implementation
The LR statistic is a measure of dissimilarity between groups of n subjects using the follow-up time and a censoring indicator. n 1 represents the individuals in the group of interest (mutated or altered), and d the number of events. For high n, not so low d, and similar group sizes, the P-value of the LR can be approximated by a v 2 distribution.
Nevertheless, because of the low number of alteration per gene or loci in cancer genomics these assumptions do not hold leading to severe unbalanced groups and poor estimates of the P-value (Kellerer and Chmelevsky, 1983; Trevino et al., 2016; Vandin et al., 2015) . For this, the LR statistic has been recently re-formulated (Trevino et al., 2016) as
where c j ¼ 1 indicates event or c j ¼ 0 censoring for time-ordered subject j, x j ¼ 1 indicates that subject j is mutated or x j ¼ 0 otherwise, and n 1 ¼ P x j . The Tutorial in Supplementary Information and (Trevino et al., 2017) show that L¼ P w k L k where L k ¼ P(Ljk) can be estimated by sampling and k ¼ P n j¼1 c j x j represents the cooccurrence of events and mutations that varies from 0 to min(n 1 ,d),
, and C() is the combination function. Inputs. The survival times and censoring indicators (c vector). It also needs ss (sample size) and optionally ss min , s ties , w method , tails and run method detailed below and in the Tutorial.
Estimation of L and all L k . The LR distribution is composed of a weighted sum of
To estimate L k , ss k random permutations of x conditioned to k are used. ss k is obtained by weighting ss according to w k but no lower than ss min to ensure minimum sampling space. If ss k > C k /2, all C k space is sampled. If ties are present, s ties random c vectors in tie positions are generated and random selections are used for each sample in ss k .
Weighted log-rank. Common alternatives for the log-rank (Kleinbaum and Klein, 2012) are implemented (w method ) such as Wilcoxon, Tarone-Ware, Peto, Flemington-Harrington and specific user weights.
P-value estimation and tails. For a x vector, the log-rank L x is computed depending on n 1 ¼ P x. If ties are present, an average L x is estimated by permutations. A nominal P value is calculated by the minimum area of L > ¼ L x or L < ¼ L x , corresponding to a one-tail test. Thus, the P is by default multiplied by a parameter tails ¼ 2. For a large dataset, the L distribution is estimated only the first time a n 1 value is observed. Subsequent x vectors summing n 1 will use the same L estimation. Each P-value estimation also produces the approximate v 2 results for comparisons.
Computational time and language implementation. The heavy calculations for the sampling and the log-rank statistic have been implemented in C as well (default). The R implementation can also be used (run method ¼ 'R') for debugging, analysis or C compilation problems but takes more running time. The running time in C for a single estimation depends largely on ss, then to n 1 , and finally to n. Common but pessimistic values of n ¼ 1,000, ss ¼ 100,000, and n 1 ¼ 100 takes less than 1 second in a Core i7 computer. For ss ¼ 10,000,000 it takes around 15 seconds. For datasets of several features, the running time also depends on different values of n 1 .
Memory considerations. By default, the ss k samples in each n 1 for L estimation are saved (ss k *# n 1 *8 bytes) and all L estimations for different values of n 1 are stored in the same object. This does not represent a major problem for most applications even for lowmemory computers. Still, some strategies for saving memory are discussed in the Tutorial.
Results from analyses
To support the calculations and analysis, the VALORATE package implements some features described below.
P-value and Statistics. The estimated L distribution for any n 1 can be show along with the P-value and L x from a statistic or x vector (Fig. 1A, B) . The estimation of the P-value also includes the approximation by the v 2 test that can be used for comparison or reference.
Survival Curves. A stratified Kaplan-Meier plot and hazard ratio estimations can be shown for an x vector facilitating pipelines (Fig. 1C) .
Estimated Conditional Distributions. The L k distributions and sampling, useful to explain the observed L distribution, can be view mixed (Fig. 1D) or separated (Fig. 1E) . They also can be compared to mixtures of Guassian, Beta and Weibull distributions (Fig. 1F) , or fit other distributions using the sampling objects. The L distributions for different values of n 1 can also be compared (Fig. 1G) . Conclusion. VALORATE is an R package deposited in CRAN that can estimate the null distribution and P-value of the log-rank statistic. VALORATE was developed and tested for cancer genomics that is heavily affected by unbalanced survival groups. For balanced survival groups, the estimates provided by VALORATE are very accurate and similar to that approximated by the v 2 distribution.
Supplementary Information includes a tutorial of use, analyses, a typical pipeline, R code and recommendations. The VALORATE R package is a valuable tool for survival analyses. 
